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California Massage Therapy Council (CAMTC)

Partner Virtual Events
Free On-Demand Webinar: Emotional Survival 2.0 Wellness Solutions for Today’s Law Enforcement
Professional
Decades before law enforcement officer wellness was a routine topic of conversation and concern, Dr. Kevin
Gilmartin wrote the book on it. Emotional Survival for Law Enforcement remains as relevant as ever, but times have
changed. In this webinar, Dr. Gilmartin and Dr. David Black discuss new stresses afflicting law enforcement officers
and the changed landscape of law enforcement. Register for this free on-demand webinar and watch now!

Assembly Bill 846 - National Testing Network Candidate Screening for Bias (Webinar)
The past two years have brought about immense reform and changes within
policing across the country, including within the hiring process. One of those
changes that specifically affects California police departments is Assembly Bill (AB) 846 that goes into effect in
January 2022. National Testing Network’s (NTN) webinar will be focusing specifically on the requirement from AB
846 to screen peace officer candidates for explicit and implicit bias in the hiring process. NTN will provide an
overview of our testing products that screen applicants for bias which has been used by hundreds of law enforcement
agencies nationally to include CA departments and taken by thousands of law enforcement candidates this past year.
NTN will host the webinar on October 27th from 11 am - 11:30 am PST. To attend this event, please click this link
to register.

Partner News
On or Off Duty, FirstNet® is Mission Ready
FirstNet is the nation’s only communications platform designed, built with and for
first responders. Agency-wide solutions and individual plans for California law
enforcement are available now.
See exclusive offers for California police chiefs at FirstNet.com/CA

Funding Your Agency’s Wellness App
High-risk personnel endure the effects of constant stress and exposure to critical
incidents, and trusted resources are difficult to find. Cordico provides customized
apps for public safety professionals.
Funding shouldn’t be a barrier to getting help. Below are strategies for securing the funds needed to bring Cordico to
your agency. Download the free tip sheet now

Governor Signs SB 2, Creating Police Decertification Process
and Expanding Civil Liability Exposure
LCW Special Bulletin - On September 30, 2021, Governor Gavin Newsom signed
into law Senate Bill 2 (“SB 2”), a bill that will significantly affect law enforcement
agencies across the state. The bill’s stated intent is to increase accountability for misconduct by peace officers and
makes five significant changes:
It will create a process for the Commission on Peace Officer Standards and Training (“POST”) to revoke certifications for peace officers such
that those individuals will be disqualified from peace officer employment in California;
It expands the list of circumstances that will disqualify a person from employment as a peace officer;
It will require law enforcement agencies to investigate all complaints or claims of serious misconduct by peace officers regardless of whether the
subject officer(s) is still employed by the agency;
It will require law enforcement agencies to report to POST all complaints, claims, allegations, and findings of serious misconduct;
It will remove some immunity provisions for peace officers and their employing agencies in civil rights lawsuits brought under the Tom Bane
Civil Rights Act.

These changes are outline in further detail at Governor Signs SB 2 - Liebert Cassidy Whitmore.

Automate Investigative Leads with a Camera that Sees
Like a Detective
Flock Safety’s Falcon is an affordable, infrastructure-free Automatic License Plate Recognition camera for law
enforcement agencies who want to increase case clearance and eliminate crime. Unlike traditional ALPRs, the Falcon
uses Vehicle Fingerprint ™ technology to transform hours of footage into actionable evidence, even when a license
plate isn't visible. https://link.flocksafety.com/3CGTm8L

A Special Offer to California Police Departments of all Sizes
Sign up between now & the end of the year for a limited time offer of a full 20% off
the annual cost. HBSComply offers a one stop shop for policy (SOP)
management/tracking, paperless reporting, use of force reviews/reporting, incident
management, internal affairs, & much more. Be the voice of change in your police
department. Protect your officers & community with responsible supervisory reviews
& reporting. Save time & money on report filing and provide better reporting to your
community. See what the hype is about. Check out www.hbscomply.com to see what our clients have to say about
us. For 20% off sign up between now and 12/31/2021 (or indicate interest if your fiscal year budget constraints
require a later sign-up date.) Email helmut@hbscomply.com and mention “CPCA Offer” for more information.
HBSComply is a proud member of the CPCA Corporate circle, and a veteran owned California based law
enforcement technology company founded in 2011.

Truleo Launches First Body Camera Audio Analytics
Platform for Law Enforcement
Truleo, the leading provider of body camera audio analysis technology for law enforcement, has announced the
launch of its audio intelligence and analysis platform. Law enforcement continues to struggle to keep up with the
overwhelming volume of data generated by police body-worn cameras and less than 0.1% of footage is actually
analyzed. Truleo's body camera audio analytics platform converts data into actionable insights, using natural language
processing (NLP) to categorize incidents captured by body cameras. This technology bridges the gap between the
public and law enforcement, providing unprecedented insight into all, including controversial, law enforcement
interactions. Truleo has developed a truly groundbreaking way for departments to effectively evaluate officer and
community interactions to help build trust between law enforcement agencies and the communities they serve. Check
out Marketwatch. Contact - Nikhit Bhatia at nikhit@truleo.co.

American Military University
At AMU, we are committed to CPCA and helping improve the education of California
police officers. You can learn more about benefits offered to CPCA members and
how you can bring these benefits back to your department’s personnel here:
amupartners.com/cpca
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